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ABSTRACT: In the healthcare domain, trust, confidence, and functional understanding are critical for decision
support systems, therefore, presenting challenges in the prevalent use of black-box deep learning (DL) models. With
recent advances in deep learning methods for classification tasks, there is an increased use of deep learning in
healthcare decision support systems, such as detection and classification of abnormal Electrocardiogram (ECG)
signals. Domain experts seek to understand the functional mechanism of black-box models with an emphasis on
understanding how these models arrive at specific classification of patient medical data. In this paper, we focus on
ECG data as the healthcare data signal to be analyzed. Since ECG is a one-dimensional time-series data, we target
1D-CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) as the candidate DL model. Majority of existing interpretation and
explanations research has been on 2D CNN models in non-medical domain leaving a gap in terms of explanation of
CNN models used on medical time-series data. Hence, we propose a modular framework, CNN Explanations
Framework for ECG Signals (CEFEs), for interpretable explanations. Each module of CEFEs provides users with the
functional understanding of the underlying CNN models in terms of data descriptive statistics, feature visualization,
feature detection, and feature mapping. The modules evaluate a model’s capacity while inherently accounting for
correlation between learned features and raw signals which translates to correlation between model’s capacity to
classify and it’s learned features. Explainable models such as CEFEs could be evaluated in different ways: training
one deep learning architecture on different volumes/amounts of the same dataset, training different architectures on
the same data set or a combination of different CNN architectures and datasets. In this paper, we choose to evaluate
CEFEs extensively by training on different volumes of datasets with the same CNN architecture. The CEFEs’
interpretations, in terms of quantifiable metrics, feature visualization, provide explanation as to the quality of the deep
learning model where traditional performance metrics (such as precision, recall, accuracy, etc.) do not suffice.
Keywords: Deep learning; Convolution Neural Network; ECG Signals; Explainable AI; Explainable Framework;
Synthetic Healthcare data
SECTION 1.0 INTRODUCTION
Deep learning models in healthcare are traditionally evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision, and recall over the
entire test set. These metrics tell us the degree to which a model can accurately classify the data but does not provide
an interpretable explanation to the strength or lack of capacity of the model. By the capacity of a model, we refer to
the model’s capability to correctly classify hard and easy cases alike. The classification accuracy, precision, and recall
alone are not sufficient for deep learning-based applications in settings such as ICU (Intensive Care Units) where ECG
(Electrocardiogram) signals are monitored automatically. There also persists the question whether the model has
learned the correct classification features (for instance, ECG features and not some random Noise). An interpretable
explanation-based metric provides an understanding of the working of a neural network model which can help
researchers improve the model to accommodate both hard and easy cases. While explainable methods such as class
activation mapping [31], saliency maps [27], and GradCam [11] exist, these are not used as metrics for evaluation of
model capacity and most of these existing methods work more efficiently with images, NLP (Natural Language
Processing) tasks, and 2D non-medical data. Furthermore, it is not feasible to study each test signal’s activation maps
or similar explanations and improve the model as the existing explanations are qualitative and not quantitative.
Model accuracy is a measure of performance in CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) models and therefore, models
are designed to produce high accuracy in classification tasks. The design of CNN models comprises stacked
components such as convolution, activation, normalization, subsampling and fully connected layers which produce
inherently complex models. To achieve high model performance, accuracy ultimately becomes a compromise for
model complexity and abstractions. Model complexity tends to reduce both mechanical (inside) and functional

(outside) human understanding of a model. The layered feature abstractions in CNN increase progressively depending
on the depth of the network. Each of these abstraction levels encode knowledge representation which can be described
and interpreted [23] for better human understanding. The healthcare settings are a source of both structured and
unstructured data stored in form of medical images, physiological time-series, and genomic sequences [24]
A majority of healthcare data such as ECG, Photoplethysmogram (PPG), A-Scans of Optical Coherence Tomography
(OCT), Electroencephalogram (EEG) are in the form
of time-series signals. Time-series healthcare
datasets present several challenges which include
small dataset size and inconsistently collected data
[25]. These limitations hinder the use of the state-ofthe art CNN models because the models exhibit poor
performance when trained on small datasets. In
addition to these challenges, when CNN models are
applied to medical decision support systems,
healthcare users seek trustable and interpretable
models that explain model outcomes [26] and insight
in the features learned. Research is continuing to
focus on finding methods of both extending the
available small healthcare datasets and explaining Figure 1: ECG Clinical Features [30] (X axis represents
Time and Y axis represents Amplitude)
these black-box CNN models.
The structure of ECG signals depends on semantic relationships between waveform features shown on (Figure 1) to
arrive at a diagnosis. This waveform dependency highlights the importance of achieving model explanations that
precisely show learned ECG feature and their contribution to ECG classification. Traditional qualitative measures
such as accuracy, selectivity and specificity do not articulate the learned features of CNN models thus providing users
with only high classification accuracy without associated explanation or interpretations. Majority of existing
interpretation and explanations research has been on 2D CNN models, in non-medical domain (as discussed in Section
2). This creates a need in terms of explanation of CNN models used on medical time-series data. In this paper, we
seek to explain and interpret knowledge encoded in 1D CNN layers trained on highly structured electrocardiogram
(ECG) signals.

Figure 2: CNN Explainability Framework for ECG signals (CEFEs)
Proposed Approach: We propose a modular framework, named, CNN Explainability Framework for ECG signals
(CEFEs), as shown on Figure 2. Through the modules of our framework, we demonstrate how explanations and
interpretations of a model are achieved by:
a) Understanding the evolution of machine-learned features across layers of a model.
b) Comparative analysis of machine learned class discriminant features and actual ECG observable diagnostic
waveform features.

Understanding the relationships between machine-learned features and the features’ contributions to
misclassification of target classes.
Each module of CEFEs provides users with the functional understanding of the CNN models in terms of data
descriptive statistics, feature visualization, feature detection, and feature mapping. We identified three possible
evaluation paradigms for CEFE: (a) model trained on different volumes of the same dataset; (b) different models
trained on the same dataset; and (c) different models trained on different datasets. In this paper, we elected to evaluate
CEFEs using one model trained on varying quantities of training data. CEFEs explanations were derived from a
custom one-dimensional convolution neural network (1D-CNN) model trained on ECG signals to classify ECG
arrhythmias. Following model training, we performed post-hoc evaluation of the model using CEFEs’ modular tests.
CEFEs-based explanations derived from our 1D-CNN impart visual, metric and feature based analysis. CEFEs also
provides explanations for model improvement, model degradation, and no-change model in performance.
Additionally, these model explanations provide insights into how varying quantity of training data affects model
explanations. In other words, our proposed CEFEs method provides a comprehensive modular technique for post-hoc
explanations of the highly structured ECG data. CEFEs employs observable ECG features and learned features of
target classes to provide explanation. 1D-CNN model explanations are described in terms of descriptive statistics,
decision plots and mapping between ECG observable features and learned features.
c)

Contribution: The proposed framework, CEFEs, delivers:
1. Interpretable explanations by means of functional understanding of internal mechanism of CNNs when used in
ECG analysis support systems and therefore, addressing the trust gap found in these black-box deep networks.
2. We propose the use of interpretable explanations as metrics that evaluate the quality of CNN models through a
set of tri-fold modular tests: a) Descriptive Statistics, b) Visualization and c) Mapping of input ECG signal in
comparison to its learned feature maps.
3. We provide a benchmark for interpretable explanation-based evaluation of CNN models trained for ECG signal
classification task.
Organization of the Paper: Our paper is organized as follows: Section 3 describes the proposed CEFEs framework
together with its explainability modules. Section 4 defines the 1D-CNN that we trained on original ECG signals and
we provide modular results of CEFEs for this model. In Section 5, we use CEFEs on our 1D-CNN models and provide
empirical results that show model improvements as models are trained with different increments of training data.
Finally, in Section 6 we present discussions surrounding our results and application of CEFEs followed by the paper
conclusion in Section 7.
SECTION 2.0 RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review research literature on explainable and interpretable methods for deep networks in two
categories:
(a) Explanation from interpretable models
(b) Explanations from post-hoc model analysis.
We present works that show how model explanations have previously been achieved in various data modalities and
in different domains.
Interpretable Models: Interpretable models incorporate design features that inherently capture interpretable
representations of a model’s internal mechanism. Majority of interpretable models are motivated by image data with
very few applied to physiological timeseries data. The work of Zhang et. al [18] proposed an automated method that
maps higher level CNN filters to an object-part (CNN semantics) instead of traditional input patterns on image data.
Their interpretable model applies techniques that modify components of black-box deep learning models in such a
way that interpretable knowledge representations are easily obtained. Other interpretable models assign a score to
input data such as [19], which uses Layer wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) method to capture explanation. Although
LRP analyzes electroencephalogram (EEG) timeseries data, this method unlike CEFEs does not provide knowledge
on features or structure of signal learned by the model and only shows an assigned relevance scores of data points and
their contribution to model prediction.
Post-hoc Model Explanations: Post-hoc explanations provide functional explanations that describe trained models
with respect to input data. An important aspect of model explanation methods [9, 10, and 11] is flexibility in use across
different deep learning models, as in our proposed CEFEs. Common post-hoc explanation methods include data

perturbation and feature scoring [9, 29], activation maximization [1, 11], and backward propagation [27, 28]. Visual
explanations method using activation maximization such as Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (GRADCAM) proposed in [11], tags the discriminative area of a target class. The tagged discriminative area is defined by
computing class specific gradients in the final convolution layer and then outputs a localization heat map of the
predicted class. [32] introduced a post-hoc interpretability method Testing with Concept Activation Vector (TCAV)
method of post-hoc interpretability which optimizes a quantitative measure of explanation based on high level domain
concepts. Our proposed CEFEs framework also uses high-level domain concepts similar to [32]. The difference is that
our goals are: (a) discover whether domain concepts such as ECG diagnostic waveforms are learnt by deep learning
models; (b) provide model capacity and classification explanations based on how well a trained model has learned the
domain concepts.
While GRAD-CAM localizes the class discriminative area, it does not give a measure of the error of the model’s
localized discriminative area and relies simply on visual interpretation of the expert user. Image data explanations
found in Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations (LIME) by [9] are model-agnostic and employ localized
data perturbations to compute importance scores of image pixels. An importance scores subsequently draws attention
to image pixels with positive weight for a specific class. We show through our experiments that visualization alone is
not sufficient and is not always interpretable for complex medical signals specially in deeper layers.
[29], in addition to values that separate feature by their importance, provides formal mathematical definition in the
axiomatic based method to extract explainable rules a model. Rule extraction for deep learning models provide rules
for diagnosis and class discrimination but does not provide interpretation or explanation for a model’s capacity.
Furthermore, the extracted rules for medical decision systems require expert opinion and cannot be used as a metric
for model capacity and understanding performance. Another popular explanability tool SHAP (Shapely Additive
Explanations) [10] describe the contribution of each input feature towards model outcomes. However, the lack of
feature dataset in clinical decision system such as ECG diagnosis, continuous 1D nature of ECG signals make it
unsuitable for use. None of the methods illustrated are specific to be used as metric for understanding model capacity
and performance in time series medical datasets.
Explanations for models trained on time-series data use extracted shapelet [15,16] (time-series subsequences) which
are suited for discovering the best patterns that are representative of a target class. Time-series tweaking in [16] is a
method applied to time-series data although not applied to provide explanation for deep networks. Time-series
tweaking finds the minimum number of changes needed in order to change an input classification outcome in a random
forest type of classifier. These time series explanations cannot be used as metric for evaluation of model performance.
While CEFEs does not use shapelets to extract model learned features, it uses ECG waveform segmentation techniques
to discover, map and compare model learned features to those in input ECG signals. The methods in [9-11] and [2729] focused input feature scoring and data perturbation differ with our proposed CEFEs which provides interpretable
insights on specific features learned by a 1D CNN model and explanations on how these learned features affect CNN
model capacity and outcomes.
In summary, literature survey shows majority of interpretation and explanations research has been on 2D CNN models
in non-medical domain, leaving a gap of explanation of medical time-series data. Traditional metrics such as accuracy,
sensitivity, and selectivity are not sufficient for providing details of structural ECG features learned by a CNN model.
The challenges posed by medical signal datasets as discussed in the Introduction section, hinders ability of CNN to
learn, especially specific intricate structural clinical features for clinical diagnosis. Developing interpretable and
explainable techniques for healthcare timeseries data creates supportive trust and confidence in automated decision
support systems. CEFEs framework addresses these gaps by providing interpretable explanations for CNN models
trained on ECG timeseries data, by focusing on post-hoc model interpretability in terms of model capacity.
SECTION 3.0 CEFEs
We aim to provide transparency and functional understanding of 1D CNN model using a layer-wise interpretation of
relevant features learned by the model. Definitions of Interpretation and Explanation in the context of computation
models are often used interchangeably. Montavon et. al [1] defines Interpretation as the idea of mapping from feature
space (e.g., predicted class) into a human comprehendible domain and Explanations as a set of features in the
interpretable domain that contribute towards class discrimination.

Figure 3: CEFEs - Explainable Modules
Our proposed framework (Figures 2 and 3) for ECG signals, is a post-hoc tri-modular evaluation structure that
provides local interpretations and explanations from convolution neural networks. Local interpretations and
explanations of a model explain the “why” of individual test case predictions. In this section, we present the details of
CEFEs modules and the process by which the framework achieves model interpretation and explanations.
1.

Descriptive Statistics: Descriptive Statistics are summary analysis of representative model features or input data.
These representations help users realize a model’s capacity to learn inherent statistical and mechanical features
of data such as waveform shape features of signal. CEFEs descriptive statistics module uses task dependent tests
to analyze an input ECG signal and corresponding feature map extracted from a convolution layer of a trained
CNN model. Although the choice of CNN layer for statistical analysis is not limited to a specific layer, we were
motivated to use the final convolution layer (Convfinal) because this layer incorporates both low level and highlevel data features and balances spatial and semantics information contribute to explainable and interpretable class
discrimination artifacts. Descriptive statistics tests are task dependent. We chose Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
algorithm to compute the similarities between the input ECG signal and the CNN model learned features. DTW
enabled us to analyze and observe learned representation of the rigid ECG signal morphology. DTW distance
measures are organized into intra-model distance (Equation 1) and inter-model distance (Equation 2). Intra-model
distance (dintra) is the warped Euclidean similarity measure returned by DTW from an input ECG signal and
feature map projections. We define (dintra) as a value that represents how well a model has learned input ECG
shape features. A low (dintra) value explains that a model has adequately learned ECG shape features. Once (dintra)
values of several models are computed, we compute the difference in learned ECG shape features between two
CNN models using the inter-model distance (dinter). The (dinter) values are used as a comparative measure of ECG
shape features learned between two models trained on similar input ECG signals. A high (dinter) value explains
the differences in prediction outcomes of two models on a fixed test set.
𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 = √∑𝐾
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Where k represents the samples, mth data point of one input signal (ECG Signal), nth data point of other input
signal (Feature Map) and My1, My2 represent the two models under comparison. We approximate dinter and dintra to
understand the threshold values for comparison as we discuss in Section 5.

2.

Feature Visualization: Feature visualization is an important tool that provides insights into learned
representation and transformations of input data through sequential black-box layers of CNN model. In this
CEFEs module, we make use of feature visualization form of validation for CNN model learned features. ECG
signals are characterized by highly structured waveform, segment and interval features that are visually
distinguishable as evident from Figure 1. These visually distinct features of ECG signal enable CEFEs feature
visualization module to accept ECG signal and feature maps as inputs then producing overlay plots as module
artifacts. We propose the use of overlay plots to allow visual evaluation of model capacity. These overlay plots
are a visual schema of similarities and dissimilarities between input ECG signal and model learned features with
respect to ECG morphology. The observed CEFEs overlay plots, enable comparative visual validation of CNN
learned features against ECG features normally used by clinicians during manual ECG related diagnosis [13,14].

3.

Feature Detection and Mapping: CEFEs feature detection and mapping module applies ECG feature detection
techniques on input ECG signals and their corresponding feature maps. The distinct features detected from the
module inputs are analyzed and subsequently mapped according to ECG features (Figure 1). This module accepts
as inputs either (a) raw signals and a model feature map; or (b) feature maps from two models, in cases that
perform model to model analysis. Our experiments compared ECG features commonly used in automated ECG
classification [2]. We focused on the most visible and essential features of ECG signals especially R-Peaks
presence, position, and number of occurrences. We use these ECG features because they serve as reference points
for majority algorithms designed for ECG feature detection. We used R-Peak Engzee [7] ECG segmentation
algorithm, to detect and extract features while keeping a record of R-Peak position, R-R interval, and the number
of R-Peak detected. Owing to the positional invariant nature of CNN layers, time-dependency in ECG data, and
significance of interval length in ECG analysis, we focused on R-R intervals. R-R intervals inherently incorporate
both positional and count information of any detected R-Peaks. We introduced a Slack variable as a model
capacity and quality indicator, which is computed from Equation 3 to quantify the differences evidenced in the
extracted features. Equation 3 captures the percentage error of the number of detected R-Peaks together with the
difference in the position of each R-Peak and R-R interval.

𝑆𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 = [

(∑i

|RRi_ori −RRi_pred |
RRi _ori

+ (#RR diff ⁄#RR ori ))⁄
#RR ori ] ∗ 100

(3)

where #RRori is the number of R-R interval observed in the real ECG input signal and #RR is the difference
in the number of R-R intervals observed between the real ECG signal and the learned model feature map; RRi_ori
represents the R-R interval value of the real ECG signal at the ith position (appropriate positions in case of missing
peaks) and RRi_pred represents the R-R interval value at the ith position of the feature map. Subsequently, we
transformed the machine-learned and input ECG signals into the time-frequency domain features using
Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and mapped the features to detect similarities in detected frequency bands
CWT is a commonly used feature extractor in feature engineering for ECG signals [4,5] classification and can
enhance small differences in continuous inputs. We extracted the CWT matrix of the two signals being compared
and we computed and recorded the Mean-Squared-Error (MSE) between them, as shown in Figure 4. Although
the observed frequencies indicated slight variations, the recorded frequencies were comparable within localized
time windows. We quantify the difference between the CWTs of the signals by computing MSE (rounded off to
three digits). A high MSE value represents poorly learned CWT features which are essentially frequency related
features of the signal. The high prediction accuracy, sensitivity and specificity in conjunction with the
interpretable explanations stands to show that features that influence classification decisions by the CNN model
are similar to those used in diagnosis of ECG. We empirically quantify the MSE threshold and the Slack to
represent misclassification and poorly learned features which we discuss in detail in Section 5.1.
diff

The feature maps used for all the metric calculations are derived from the model as a 1D adaption of the 2D
GRADCAM [11] approach. This allows for independence of the number of feature maps of our layer of interest.
The pooled gradients of the particular layer are multiplied with the filters of the layer. Following this, the mean
value of all the combined feature maps is calculated, and we took the maximum(value,0) over each point and
normalized. Irrespective of the filter size of the layer, this approach allows us to extract one combined feature
map for all the filters of the layer.

Figure 4: MSE Computation from CWT (CWT shown as Scalograms where X axis and Y axis represent Time and
normalized Frequency; the heatmap color yellow represents higher magnitude); Y and X axis represent Amplitude
and Time for both ECG signal and Feature Maps
SECTION 4.0 1D CNN for ECG Signal Classification
ECG input signals used in our experiments were five
beats long because clinicians normally use ECG
readings that are longer than one cycle (beat) for ECG
analysis and diagnosis. Our evaluation 1D-CNN model
is trained to classify four types of ECG rhythms: (a) the
Normal Sinus Rhythm (NSR); and three heart
arrhythmias: (b) Atrial Fibrillation (AFIB); (c)
Premature Ventricular Contractions (PVC; (d) Left
Bundle Branch Block (LBB).
CEFEs-based explanations for our CNN model use
layer feature maps of convolved test data for these four
classification targets. Our goal is to obtain model
explanations that describe the quality and capacity of
our model beyond model training metrics and accuracy.
We aim to gain functional understanding of features
learned by the model and the relationship to
classification outcomes. Our framework is proposed to
be CNN model invariant; therefore, an input ECG
signal can be analyzed against feature maps from any
layer(s) of the model. The lower layers of CNNs learn
low-level features and progressively build into more
complex features in the deeper layers of the network
[12]. These layer hierarchies of CNNs motivated us to
analyze feature maps from the first convolution layer to
capture low-level features and the last convolution layer
for more complex features of input ECG signal.

LAYER TYPE

NUMBER OF FILTERS

ACTIVATION

CONVOLUTION 1D

32

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

64

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

64

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

128

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

128

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

256

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

256

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

32

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

64

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

128

TANH

CONVOLUTION 1D

256

TANH

1D MAX POOLING

1D MAX POOLING
DENSE (4 NEURONS)

SOFTMAX

ECG Dataset: The ECG dataset used for our
experiments is a variation of MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Figure 5: 1D-CNN ECG Signal Classifier
database created by [6]. The dataset contains 1,000 ECG readings from the heart electrical activity of 45 male and
female patients, ranging in age between 23 to 89 years old. These ECG readings represent 17 classes of heart rhythms
obtained from a single lead (MLII). Our experiments focused on five cycles/beats signal fragments of four classes;

NSR, AFIB, PVC, and LBB all sampled at 360Hz. The train and test datasets selected from these real signals were
split into 70/30 ratio, respectively.
Deep Neural Network Architecture: Convolution Neural Networks have shown the state-of-the-art classification
outcomes in computer vision and natural language processing domains tasks. We implemented a custom 14 layer 1D CNN architecture (Figure 5) with 11 convolution layers that was trained to classify raw ECG signals of our four
target classes. Each 1-D CNN layer comprised a filter of width 18, varying kernels of sizes in [32 64 128 256], and
grouped with max-pooling, activation, and dropout layers. The model Convfinal layer is a four-output dense layer with
a SoftMax activation. Structural medical time-series data requires deeper models to learn their spatial and temporal
nature. Our proposed 14-layer convolution model is used as baseline for our experimental purposes. The 14- layer
model was chosen to accommodate a good classification accuracy for arrythmia in contrast to shallower models which
fail to capture enough details to classify accurately.
SECTION 4.1 Validation of Deep Learning Model Using CEFEs
Our goal for this section was to understand the layer-wise learning behavior of the CNN model using CEFEs module
function tests. We analyzed our custom 1D-CNN trained on raw ECG signals for classification of four heart rhythms
and performed case-based classification tests of ECG signals on the model. We then extracted feature maps that were
used as inputs into CEFEs integrated modules and generated interpretable explanations that provided information of
the model layer-wise learning behavior. For each of CEFEs module function tests below, we summarize and present
results from one candidate test case. Motivated by the basic concept that a deep learning system builds knowledge
layer-wise on top of the knowledge of the previous layer without compromising the knowledge of the earlier, we
present results from Convolution layer 1(Convfirst) and Convolution layer 11(Convfinal). The first and the last
convolution layers of a model represent the most basic and advanced learned features respectively.
Descriptive Statistics: We began by computing descriptive statistics for the candidate test case and the corresponding
feature maps from Convfirst and Convfinal and recorded the dintra measure as shown in Figure 6. The dintra measure value
computed was 293.6 units for Convfirst and 316.44 units for Convfinal. We interpret the increase in dintra value further
down the CNN layers as demonstration of inadequately learned features of the input ECG signals during the training
process and elaborate further in Section 5.1.
Feature Visualization: We applied visualization strategies on CEFEs candidate inputs analyze the highly structure
ECG waveform patterns as shown in Figure 7. We then generated the module overlay plots to illustrate the waveform
features learned by Convfirst and Convfinal, respectively. We recorded that ECG waveforms P, R, T were present in the
Convfirst while Convfinal showed highly complex features to interpret. These complex features in Conv final support the
notion of CNN learning high-level features deeper into the model and incorporating them with previously learned
low-level features.
Feature Detection and Mapping: We used Engzee ECG segmentation function [7] for CEFEs feature detection and
mapping module. We detected R-Peaks and R-R interval from our module candidate inputs which we are presented
in Table 1. Based on the features detected from Conv first and Convfinal, we see that low-level features combined with
high-level features capture the complete set of ECG features in Figure 1. When we mapped the detected features,
CWT results in Table 2 showed the features learned from both layers are not that far apart as Conv first and Convfinal
recorded very close MSE values. We demonstrate the capacity of the Feature Detection and Mapping of the model in
terms of Slack, computed as shown in Equation 3.
CONVOLUTION
LAYER

NO. OF RPEAKS

R-PEAK POSITION

R-R INTERVAL

Real ECG

8

[80,158,393,639,888,1140,1392,1656]

[78,235,246,249,252,252,264]

First Conv Layer

6

[376,622,871,1124,1375,1638]

[246,249,253,251,263]

Final Conv Layer

4

[76,157,240,325]

[81,83,85]

Table 1: Feature Detection and Mapping (R-Peaks)

Figure 6: Descriptive Statistics (BLUE: Real ECG signal, ORANGE: Feature Map, LEFT: Convfirst RIGHT:
Convfinal); Y and X axis represent Amplitude and Time.

Convfirst
Figure 7: Feature Visualization; Y and X axis represent Amplitude and Time.
First Convolution Layer

Convfinal

Final Convolution Layer

.046
.049
Table 2: Feature Detection and Mapping (Mean Squared Error of CWT Feature between the real ECG and the
first/ final layers respectively)
SECTION 5.0 Using CEFEs to Understand Performance Improvement and Degradation
Model performance for healthcare data models are traditionally evaluated in terms of accuracy, Positive Predictive
Value (PPV), Negative Predictive Value (NPV), False Positive Rate (FPR), and False Negative Rate (FNR),
Selectivity and Specificity metrics. We first used the proposed CEFEs as an evaluation tool that guides in
understanding a black-box model internals in terms of descriptive statistics, feature visualization, and feature detection
and Mapping. Thereafter, we corroborate CEFEs results with the traditional metrics to determine model performance
improvement and or degradation. Our proposed evaluation framework has the advantage of providing both metric and
visually interpretable explanations.
To achieve an exhaustive evaluation of a CNN model using CEFEs, we identified three possible evaluation paradigms
that can be applied: (1) A model trained on different volumes of the same dataset; (2) Different models trained on the
same dataset; (3) Different models trained on different datasets. We note that models for Paradigm 2 require the use
of different datasets which may introduce inconsistencies in the training process of a CNN model and by extension to
the evaluation of the CEFEs model. Models for Paradigm 3 require multiple optimized deep learning architectures
trained on datasets of different characteristics and biases, raising concerns of possible inconsistencies that could
influence the evaluation of CEFEs. Hence, in this paper, we evaluate CEFEs on a model trained in accordance with
Paradigm 1 and we leave evaluations using Paradigm 2 and 3 as future work.

While researchers have extensively worked on ECG signal classification using various deep learning architectures,
most of the data used in research has been sourced from the same publicly available datasets. We use the Mendeley
ECG dataset [6] because expert annotated data is scarce and costly to obtain. Other possible available datasets have
inconsistent collection patterns, which are expressed as a class volume bias in the dataset, thus affecting model
performance. To successfully evaluate improvement, degradation, or no-change in performance of a model trained on
varying quantities of data using CEFEs, it requires availability of a large ECG datasets which is a known challenge in
healthcare. This challenge of obtaining large volumes of ECG raw signals motivated us to generate synthetic data
using the real public dataset [6] as seed data.
Synthetic Dataset: The synthetic ECG dataset is generated as described in [3] by using a time-series synthesizer
which utilizes genetic algorithm to generate our one-dimensional ECG signals. We use real ECG signals from our four
target classes as y input seed data (SD) into the synthesizer.
𝑦 = 𝑋 dim (𝑖)𝐿𝑗
(4)
𝑆𝐷

where 𝑋𝑆𝐷dim (𝑖) is the real one-dimensional ECG signal with L number of samples and in our case, it is 1800 data
samples representing five second observation. The synthesizer subsequently outputs v as synthetic data (VPD) such
that:
j

𝑣 =𝑋

𝑉𝑃𝐷

dim (𝑖)𝐿
𝑗

(5)

where 𝑋𝑉𝑃𝐷dim (𝑖) is the synthetic one-dimensional ECG signal with L number of samples and in our case, it is1800
data samples representing five seconds of data collection and dim(i) represents the dimensionality of i, where i is a
data sample. The generation of synthetic data from the real data as seed data maintains consistency in quality without
introducing variance between the real and the synthetic dataset.
j

Real Train Set

Real Test Set

M<R100, S0>

M<R100, S0>

Train Set Augmented with Synthetic Data
M<R100, S20>

M<R100, S40>

M<R100, S60>

M<R100, S80>

M<R100, S100>

NSR

199

83

199+40

199+80

199+119

199+159

199+199

AFIB

95

40

95+19

95+38

95+57

95+76

95+95

PVC

94

39

94+19

94+38

94+56

94+75

94+94

LBB

73

30

73+15

73+29

73+44

73+58

73+73

TOTAL

461

192

554

645

737

829

922

Table 3: New Datasets (Synthetic + Real combined) used in training CNN models
Training Setup with Additional Data: We trained the 1D
CNN architecture introduced in Section 4 with different
datasets that were generated by combining real and synthetic
data. Using the same 1D CNN architecture, one model was
trained and tested only on Real ECG signals dataset, while
other models were trained on a combination of both patients
acquired real dataset and synthetic ECG signals whereby
synthetic ECG signals were incrementally added to the training
set with real ECG data and all were tested on the real test set as
shown in Table 3.

CNN Models
M<R100, S0>
M<R0, S100>
M<R100, S20>
M<R100, S40>
M<R100, S60>
M<R100, S80>
M<R100, S100>

Testing Accuracy

Testing Loss

78.12

0.5606

75.52

0.5294

75.52

0.6984

79.69

0.5351

80.21

0.5508

85.94

0.4140

We formalized the CNN models trained on a combination of
91.15
0.3292
real and synthetic ECG signals as follows: We use the notation
M<param1, param2> to describe the combination of real data Table 4 Classification Results Demonstrate
(param1) and synthetic data (param2). We formed the training Incremental Trained Model Performance
Improvement
.
dataset such that R(i) (Real data) and S(i) (Synthetic data) are elements
of set X= {0,1,
...,100} and are positive numbers
that represent the proportion of real and synthetic data used to train M, respectively. We use c as any positive number
and 100%M<R
synthetic
data. Our CNN models are
greater than 0 such that R(i + c) and S(i + c) are still elements of X. Therefore,
100, S0> indicates
named in terms of model notation (M<param1,
param2>) as shown in Table 3.

that a CNN model is trained on 100% real data and zero % synthetic data. We select elements from set X in multiples
of 20 giving us five models trained with additional 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%
We report the traditional performance metrics for all models M<R100, Si>, in Tables 4 and 5 which show that
augmenting the training set with synthetic data improves model prediction performance for the stated metrics.
The results in Table 4 showed increase in model test accuracy and simultaneous decrease in test loss when the trained
models were evaluated on Real Test Set (Table 3). In Table 5, we show a target class-wise view of model sensitivity
and specificity values. We observed model’s performance improvements with respect to these values and can infer a
model’s ability to reduce the number of false positives and false negatives. This is an important performance factor
for life critical clinical systems and based on our experiments, this performance improvement is realized when the
CNN model is trained on real data which is augmented with synthetic data. Additionally, traditional metrics may show
improvement across the models, but these metrics do not address individual cases that either degrade a model or show
no effect on model performance thus leaving the model unchanged. Therefore, in our experiments, we demonstrate
how to use CEFEs to understand the cases that show improvement, degradation, or no change in model performance.
Section 5.1 Using CEFEs to Understand Model Performance
It should be observed here that the primary motivation of this section is to showcase CEFEs’ ability to understand
performance improvement or degradation of CNN models. Rather than analyzing the effect or use of synthetic data,
we are using synthetic data to showcase CEFE’s abilities. To best evaluate model performance, we identified test
cases that were (a) correctly classified; (b) misclassified and (c) test cases where classification did not change even
with improvement in the model’s traditional metrics. With our models trained on multiple datasets (real and synthetic
ECG signals) referenced in Paradigm 1 (as discussed in the beginning of Section 5), we analyzed performance of the
1D CNN model based on whether there were: (1) Performance Improvements, (2) Performance Degradations, and (3)
No-Difference Situations. Since the presentation of an exhaustive analysis of all cases would be too long, we present
only candidate cases for each category to demonstrate how CEFEs can contribute towards explaining/interpreting
these cases.
Understanding Performance Improvements: For understanding model performance improvements, we consider a
candidate test case that shows improved classification outcomes when a model is augmented with additional synthetic
data. The attributes for the candidate test case for evaluation of model performance are: (a) it is misclassified in
model M <R100, Si> and, (b) it is correctly classified by models M<R100, S(i + c)> (i.e., augmented with additional
synthetic data).
Understanding Performance Degradation: Model performance degradation considers two candidate test cases that
evaluate classification outcomes in twofold:
1. Classification outcomes change from correctly classified when model trained with fewer augmented synthetic
data but is misclassified when model is augmented with more synthetic data, i.e., a test case is correctly classified
by models M<R100, Si> but misclassified by models M<R100, S(i + c)>.
2. Changes in classification outcomes where a test case is correctly classified when model is trained only on real
ECG data and is misclassified in all models augmented with synthetic data, i.e., a test case is correctly classified
in models M<R100, S0> but misclassified in all models M<R100, S( i + c)>.
Understanding the No-Difference Situations: No-difference in performance situations are candidate test cases where
we did not observe any performance change with respect to classification outcomes in all the models evaluated. The
attributes for the candidate test case for evaluation of model no-difference situations are: (a) it is misclassified in
model M<R100, S0>, and (b) misclassified in all models M<R100, S(i + c)>.

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

FNR

FPR

M<R100, S0>
NSR

71.08

88.99

83.10

80.17

28.12

11.01

AFIB

92.50

96.05

86.05

97.99

7.50

3.95

PVC

69.23

84.97

54.00

91.55

30.77

15.03

LBB

90.00

99.38

96.43

98.17

10.00

0.62

M<R0, S100>
NSR

80.72

74.31

70.53

83.51

19.28

25.69

AFIB

82.50

93.42

76.74

95.30

17.50

6.58

PVC

43.59

94.77

68.00

86.83

56.41

5.23

LBB

93.33

99.38

96.55

98.77

6.67

0.62

M<R100, S20>
NSR

83.13

78.90

75.00

86.00

16.88

21.10

AFIB

80.00

88.82

65.31

94.41

20.00

11.18

PVC

48.72

97.39

82.61

88.17

51.28

2.61

LBB

83.33

98.15

89.29

96.95

16.67

1.85

M<R100, S40>
NSR

84.34

82.57

78.65

87.38

15.66

17.43

AFIB

97.50

91.45

75.00

99.29

2.50

8.55

PVC

41.03

96.73

76.19

86.55

58.97

6.67

LBB

93.33

98.77

93.33

98.77

3.27

1.23

M<R100, S60>
NSR

85.54

84.40

80.68

88.46

14.46

15.60

AFIB

95.00

89.47

70.37

98.55

5.00

10.53

PVC

53.85

97.39

84.00

89.22

46.15

2.61

LBB

80.00

99.38

96.00

96.41

20.00

0.62

M<R100, S80>
NSR

86.75

86.24

82.76

89.52

13.25

13.76

AFIB

97.50

98.68

95.12

99.34

2.50

1.32

PVC

64.10

94.77

75.76

91.19

35.90

5.23

LBB

96.67

98.77

93.55

99.38

3.33

1.23

M<R100, S100>
NSR

98.80

86.24

84.54

98.95

1.20

13.76

AFIB

100.00

99.34

97.56

100.00

0.00

0.66

PVC

61.54

99.35

96.00

91.02

38.46

0.65

LBB

96.67

100.00

100.00

99.39

3.33

0.00

Table 5: Performance Metrics for all Models.
CEFEs Thresholding: Through empirical studies of CEFEs modular artifacts, we derived threshold values for the
modular metrics described in Section 3.0. Threshold values in this paper were computed by testing the framework
metrics on the real ECG dataset. We achieved this as follows: We collected CEFEs modular metric values for Real

Test Set (Table 3) which is 192 real ECG signal samples, and averaged metric values to obtain thresholds for those
samples that classified as either correctly classified or misclassified by the M<R100, S0> . Based on our observations,
we reasoned that for samples correctly classified by model M<R100, S( i + c)>, the metric values were lower than the
threshold value and vice versa for the misclassified samples.
To further illustrate our observations, we explain our finding using the dintra metric. For M<R100, S( i + c)> models that
correctly classified a test sample, the dintra value was less than 300 units and greater than 300 units for misclassified
test samples. Similar procedures were used to compute dinter , MSE and Slack threshold values.
• Threshold values from observations of CEFEs Descriptive Statistics module were placed on both dintra and dinter
values. Test cases with dintra value > 300 units showed evidence of inadequately learned features of the input ECG
signal while dinter values > 50 units showed evidence of differences in classification outcomes between models.
• Similarly, observations from CEFEs Feature Detection and Mapping module, developed MSE threshold values,
such that MSE > 0.100 was evidence of misclassified test cases and inadequately frequency domain learned
features.
• When detecting ECG signal R-R interval features, we observed that a Slack threshold > 10% between an input
ECG signal and corresponding feature maps was mostly evidence of a misclassified test case and therefore an
indicator of inadequate learned ECG waveform features.
CEFEs CNN model evaluations hereon are presented in terms of these modular threshold values for providing
interpretation and explanations of model classification abilities and quality. (The thresholds computed here are based
on the test data set [6] used; similar procedure can be followed for other models trained on other datasets. )
SECTION 5.2 Understanding Performance Improvement
CEFEs modular evaluations for understanding performance improvement were applied to trained CNN models
M<R100, S60> and M<R100, S80> using input ECG signal and feature maps from NSR target class candidate test case.

Figure 8: DTW (BLUE: Real ECG signal, ORANGE: Feature Map, LEFT: Model M<R 100, S80>, RIGHT: Model
M<R100, S60>); Y and X axis represent Amplitude and Time.
Descriptive Statistics: DTW values of models M<R100, S60> and M<R100, S80> were computed from feature maps of
Convfinal and the alignment with the candidate test case (Figure 8). We recorded dinter values of 2.505 units between
these models and Convfinal dintra values of 76.248 units and 73.743 units, respectively. The lower order of dintra values
represents adequately learned ECG features by both the models and a low dinter shows minimal difference in the ECG
learned features between the CNN models although the candidate test case resulted in a different classification by each
model. We address this difference in classification outcomes in Section 6 of this paper.
Feature Visualization: CEFEs generated overlay plots for the candidate test case and feature maps from Convfirst and
Convfinal of CNN models M<R100, S60> and M<R100, S80>. Figure 9 shows distinct P, T peaks, and QRS complex ECG
features from Convfirst of M<R100, S60> yet the same features in Convfinal are highly complex for visual interpretation.
We recorded P, T peaks, and QRS complex ECG features for Convfirst in M<R100, S80> the same as previously recorded
for model M<R100,S60>. However, the learned features of M<R100, S80> displayed higher position accuracy of learned
R-Peaks features in relation to R-Peak positions of the candidate input ECG signal. The Convfinal in M<R100, S80>
displayed highly complex learned feature set of P-R, S-T, QRS segments and U-Peaks.

Convfirst M<R100,S60>

Convfinal M<R100, S60>

Convfirst <R100, S80>

Convfinal M<R100, S80>

Figure 9: Feature Visualization for Improvement. X and Y axis represent Amplitude and Time.
SECTION 5.3 Understanding Performance Degradation
We approached model performance degradation by using CEFEs modular evaluations separately on two sets of CNN
models:
1. Models M<R100, S40> and M<R100, S60> with both trained with trained with datasets augmented with synthetic
data were used for candidate test case for performance degradation A.
2. Models M<R , S > and M<R , S > with one model trained on real ECG data only while the other was trained
with both real and synthetic data were used for candidate test case for performance degradation B.
100

0

100

100

Section 5.3.1 Both Models Trained with Augmented Synthetic Data
CEFEs evaluations were applied to trained CNN models M<R100, S40> and M<R100, S60> using input ECG signal and
feature maps from the NSR target class candidate test case. The test case was correctly classified in M<R100, S40> but
was misclassified in M<R100, S60>.

Figure 10: Descriptive Statistics for Degradation Case 1 (BLUE: Real ECG signal, ORANGE: Feature Map,
LEFT: Model M<R100, S60>, RIGHT: Model M<R100, S40>); Y and X axis represent Amplitude and Time.

Figure 11: Descriptive Statistics for Degradation for Case 2 (BLUE: Real ECG signal, ORANGE: Feature Map,
LEFT: Model M<R100, S100>, RIGHT: Model M<R100, S0>); Y and X axis represent Amplitude and Time.
Descriptive Statistics: We computed dinter and dintra values for Convfinal of each CNN model evaluated (Figure 10).
DTW alignments of CEFEs module inputs for models M<R100, S40> and M<R100, S60> had dintra values of 946.020
units and 874.27 units, respectively. The higher dintra values represent inadequate learned ECG features in both models
while the higher dinter value of 71.75 computed for M<R100, S60> and M<R100, S40> accounts for the variation in
classification outcomes between these models. We note that the candidate test case was misclassified by M<R100, S60>
although this model resulted in a lower dintra value. We further discuss this observation in Section 6.
Feature Visualization: CEFEs generated overlay plots of Convfirst and Convfinal and from M<R100, S40> and M<R100,
S60>. In Figure 12(a) we observed R-Peaks in M<R100, S60> but failed to capture majority ECG features. Compared
the previous observation, M<R100, S40> showed more representative ECG features and this accounts for the correct
classification of the candidate test case by M<R100, S40>.
Section 5.3.2 Model Trained Only with Real Data and Model Trained with Augmented Synthetic Data
CEFEs was applied to trained CNN models M<R100, S0> and specifically M<R100, S100> using input ECG signal and
feature maps from the AFIB target class candidate test case. The test case was correctly classified in M<R100, S0> but
was misclassified in all models M<R100, S(i + c)>.
Descriptive Statistics: We computed dinter and dintra values for Convfinal of each CNN model evaluated (Figure 11).
DTW alignments of CEFEs module inputs for models M<R100, S0> and M<R100, S100> had dintra values of 317.32 units
and 167.68 units, respectively. We observed a higher dintra value in M<R100, S0> which is an indicator of inadequately
learned ECG features, yet this model correctly classified the candidate test case. The dinter value was recorded at 149.64
units, a high difference that accounts for change in classification outcome but not the correct classification by M<R100,
S0> which is addressed in Section 6.
Feature Visualization: CEFEs generated overlay plots of Conv and Conv from M<R , S > and M<R , S >. In
Figure 12(b) we observed R-Peaks in M<R , S > but failed to capture majority ECG features while observations of
M<R , S > showed complex ECG features. The Convfinal of both models were not interpretable and therefore the
learned ECG features are not detailed.
first

100

100

final

100

0

0

100

Convfirst M<R100, S40>

Convfinal M<R100, S40>

100

100

Convfirst M<R100, S60>
Convfinal M<R100, S60>
Figure 12 a: Feature Visualizations for Degradation (a) Both Models Trained Using Synthetic Data. Y and X
axis represent Amplitude and Time.

Convfirst M<R100, S0>

Convfinal M<R100, S0>

Convfirst M<R100, S100>
Convfinal M<R100, S100>
Figure 12 b: Feature Visualization for Degradation (b) One of the Model Trained Using Synthetic Data; Y and
X axis represent Amplitude and Time.
SECTION 5.4 Understanding the No-Change Situations
Evaluations in this section consider candidate test cases that did not show changes in classification outcomes
regardless of model training data configuration. CEFEs modular evaluations were applied and results recorded for
trained CNN models M<R100, S0> and M<R100, Si> using input ECG signal and feature maps from AFIB target class
candidate test case.
Descriptive Statistics: DTW values of models M<R100, S100> and M<R100, S0> were computed from feature maps of
Convfinal and the alignment with the candidate test case (Figure 13). We recorded Convfinal dintra values of 862.34 units
and 887.87 units in M<R100, S100> and M<R100, S0>, respectively. The high dintra values which is an indicator of
inadequately learned ECG features, is evidence for candidate test case misclassification by both models.

Figure 13: Descriptive Statistics for No-Change Scenario (BLUE: Real ECG signal, ORANGE: Feature Map,
LEFT: Model M<R100, S100>, RIGHT: Model M<R100, S0>); Y and X axis represent Amplitude and Time.

Convfirst M<R100, S0>

Convfirst M<R100, S0>

Convfinal M<R100, S100>

Convfinal M<R100, S100>

Figure 14: Feature Visualization for No-Change; Y and X axis represent Amplitude and Time.
Feature Visualization: Figure 14 illustrates CEFEs generated overlay plots for Conv first and Convfinal of M<R100, S0>
and M<R100, S100>. In Convfirst of M<R100, S100> we observed learned ECG features including P and T peaks while in
M<R100, S0> we observed more interpretable P, T, and U peaks. ECG learned features from Conv final of M<R100,
S100> and M<R100, S0> were highly complex for visual interpretations.
SECTION 5.5: Feature Detection and Mapping
In this section, we provide joint evaluations of the Feature Detection and Mapping module of CEFEs. These
evaluations go with the results previously reported on Descriptive Statistics and Feature Visualization. The results
presented here, demonstrate interpretations and explanations for performance improvement, degradation, and nochange situations.
Results in Tables 6A, 6B, 6C, and 6D show detected and extracted ECG features from convolution layer feature maps
and corresponding input ECG signal of trained CNN models. Although the complete set of ECG features is learned

by low-level and high-level convolution layers as detailed in Section 4, we only present the features maps extracted
from Convfirst and Convfinal. The low-level Convfirst showed easily interpretable low-level features such as the
prominent R-Peaks, over high-level Convfinal highly complex features that were not easily identified and interpreted.
ECG feature detection methods for P, T, U peaks are not widely available therefore, we visually validated these
features through the proposed framework’s Feature Visualization module. This challenge leaned our focus to common
machine learning ECG extracted and engineered features such as R-Peaks, R-R Interval, and Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CWT).
We recorded the detected ECG features and their position within the signal. The purpose of these recorded values was
to demonstrate CNN model capacity in terms of ECG learned representative features. Variations that were observed
for R-Peak and R-R interval positions of the learned features were within the 10% Slack threshold compared to the
feature position in the input real ECG signal. When analyzing feature detection and mapping to understand model
performance, we observed that R-Peak and R-R interval locations greater than the Slack threshold, resulted in
misclassification of the candidate test case. Analysis of model performance degradation, we observed distinct results
from M<R100, S0> and M<R100, S100> as both were below the Slack threshold but with a comparative Slack threshold
of 0.38% and 3.6% respectively. The Slack value for M<R100, S0> at .38% was significantly lower to 3.6% of M<R100,
S100>, yet the candidate test case was correctly classified by M<R100, S0> and misclassified by M<R100, S100>.
Similarly, in analysis of no-change situations, we observed that both models were placing within the 10% Slack
threshold of 2.3% and 6% respectively. However, the candidate test case was misclassified by both.
In Figure 15, we demonstrate a relationship between traditional metrics such as model’s accuracy and loss with MSE
of extracted CWT features. We observed that when comparing two CNN models, the candidate test case showed low
MSE value for the model with better accuracy and lower loss values. This relationship supports interpretable
explanations for understanding performance improvement, degradation, and no-change situations.
In model performance degradation of CNN models augmented with high quantities of synthetic data, we observed that
M<R100, S60> had a lower MSE value but still misclassified the candidate test case whereas it was correctly classified
by M<R100, S40> even though it had a higher MSE value. These observed exceptions fall in line with the feature
detection results shown in Table 6B and are further discussed in Section 6.
MODEL

NO. OF R-PEAKS

R-PEAK POSITION

R-R INTERVAL

Real ECG

5

[298,644,964,1275,1575]

[346, 320, 311, 300]

M<R100, S80>

4

[293,641,962,1274]

[ 348, 321, 312]

M<R100, S60>

5

[85,279,628,949,1259]

[ 194, 349, 321, 310]

Table 6A: (Understanding Performance Improvement) Feature Detection and Mapping
MODEL

NO. OF R-PEAKS

R-PEAK POSITION

R-R INTERVAL

Real ECG

8

[76, 314,558,805,1058,1303,1544,1780]

[238, 244, 247, 253, 245, 241, 236]

M<R100, S60>

7

[77, 315, 559, 808, 1059,1304, 1545]

[238, 244, 249, 251, 245, 241]

M<R100, S40>

6

[249, 493, 741, 997, 1238, 1479]

[244, 248, 256, 241, 241]

Table 6B: (Understanding Performance Degradation when trained with larger volume of synthetic data) Feature
Detection and Mapping
MODEL

NO. OF R-PEAKS

R-PEAK POSITION

R-R INTERVAL

Real ECG

5

[208,581,991,1393,1784]

[373, 410, 402, 391]

M<R100, S0>

4

[204,579,989,1390]

[375, 410, 401]

M<R100, S100>

8

[83,154,256,471,580,1282,1400,1665]

[71, 102, 215, 110, 702, 118, 265]

Table 6C: (Understanding Performance Degradation when trained on Synthetic data) Feature Detection and
Mapping
MODEL

NO. OF R-PEAKS

R-PEAK POSITION

R-R INTERVAL

Real ECG

7

[74, 349, 623, 898,1171, 1451, 1733]

[275, 274, 275, 273, 280, 282]

M<R100, S0>

7

[72, 348, 621, 896, 1170,1451, 1731]

[276, 273, 275, 274, 281, 280]

M<R100, S100>

6

[332, 607, 882, 1154, 1435, 1716]

[275, 275, 272, 281, 281]

Table 6D: (Understanding No-change in Performance) Feature Detection and Mapping

Figure 15: MSE Analysis of Performance Improvement, Degradation and No-Change. Model Accuracy and
Training Loss presented for easy corroboration; X axis represents the Models and Y axis represents the metrics
(Accuracy, Loss, MSE). MSE is that of the candidate test case.
SECTION 6.0: Applications and Discussions
CEFEs Applications:
The proposed CEFEs evaluates the internals of CNN models and produces modular interpretable explanations
artifacts. CEFEs can be used with a single CNN model for understanding model capacity or multiple CNN models for
comparative evaluations that address models in terms of improvement, degradation, and no-change for candidate test
cases. These comparative evaluations provide understandings that can be used in model improvement through
hyperparameter tuning, model architecture ablation study, and data pre-processing, for improved outcomes. CEFEs’
interpretable explanations intuitively represent model capacity through observable patterns captured by modules
applied on CNN model layer feature maps. When evaluating candidate test cases in CEFEs, characteristics of model
learned features are identified and demonstrate the model's capacity to correctly classify. Furthermore, when different
model’s learned features are compared, one can deduce a baseline threshold value for more detailed model capacity
summaries. CEFEs can also help us understand issues in training such as dataset imbalance, dataset bias, dataset
cleaning, class activation, all of which are recommended for improvement in the training of convolutional neural
networks.
We empirically computed threshold values such as dintra, dinter, Slack and MSE for modular evaluation of ECG signals
as illustrated in Section 5.1. These established baseline thresholds allow us to understand a model’s capacity. For
instance, we observed dintra values from the Descriptive Statistics module exceeding 300 units was evidence of
inadequately learned features and dinter value greater than 50 leads to a change in classification result. Similarly, Slack
threshold above 10% on detected feature and MSE threshold above 0.100 for frequency features was evidence of
inadequately learned feature and test case misclassification, respectively. All our formulated threshold values allowed
for separable model capacity evaluation based on features learned and classification results. Therefore, when the
thresholds were used in analysis, they provided a generalized summary of possible model outcomes. It should be noted
here that the thresholds computed in this paper are for the 1D CNN model based on the test data set [6] used. A similar
procedure can be used to compute thresholds for other models trained on other datasets.

Discussions:
The application of CEFEs not only provides an insight into model internals in interpretable formats such as metric,
visualization, and features but also allows for the explanation of the model. While the modules of CEFEs are
independent of the task, the module tests are task-specific and can be selected to conform with the task at hand. For
ECG signal rhythms, the nature of the data influenced our choice of dynamic time warping as a test applied to
descriptive statistics module; R-Peak, R-R interval, and CWT for the Feature Detection and Mapping module and
Feature map overlay for feature Visualization module. The lack of feature detectors for clinical ECG features such as
P, S, T peaks, ST segment, PR interval constrains the training features for traditional machine learning models to RPeak detector and continuous wavelet transform as primary features, and we use the same for our feature mapping and
detection module. The feature visualization module helps us explain the consideration of such features visually and
can be extended to identify class activation. For other types of healthcare sensor data, we would have to modify the
task specific criteria used, based on the sensed signal characteristics.
Interpretations using CEFEs is multi-modal, dependent on all three modules. For illustration, we consider
understanding improvement and degradation of performance as illustrated in Section 5.2 and 5.3. In Section 5.2, our
candidate case despite having low dintra values of 76.248 units and 73.743 units for M<R100, S60>, M<R100, S80> and
dinter value of 2.505 units, which are well within our thresholds, we observe a misclassification by model M<R100, S60>.
In Section 5.3, for understanding degradation in performance observed that despite the Slack values being within the
10% threshold, it was misclassified by all models trained in conjugation of real and synthetic data. We also observed
that the comparative difference in the Slack value for the model which predicted correctly was significantly lower.
A similar observation was made for the candidate case for no-change in performance. It satisfies the Descriptive
Statistics and Feature Visualization modules; it fails to hold for Feature Detection and Mapping module. While the
Slack value of both models is less than 10% and there is a significant decrease in the Slack from 6% to 2.3%, the
candidate case is misclassified by both models. Similarly, an MSE values lower than the threshold value,
independently does not guarantee correct classification as shown in Figure 15. Metric thresholds demonstrate that two
compared models have adequately learned generalized representation of ECG features but not without the
discriminative results from the framework’s modular metrics. This emphasizes that explanations cannot be achieved
solely on the outcomes of a single module metric. Less than 0.5% of candidate test cases represent exceptions to
determined modular metric threshold values therefore underscoring the importance of the application and use our
proposed CEFEs framework. While the exceptions hold for independently for the modular metrics, the results from
all modules in conjugation allows for more generalized evaluation of model capacity. These exception test cases can
be attributed to poor quality of test sample which we plan to further investigate in future work.
SECTION 7.0: CONCLUSION
The challenges posed by medical signal datasets as described earlier hinders ability of CNN to learn the intricate
structural clinical features for clinical diagnosis. Existing interpretation and explainability research have primarily
been on 2D CNN models in non-medical domain and hence, there is a need for new explanation models for medical
time-series data. Towards this need, we proposed a modular framework, named, CNN Explainability Framework for
ECG signals (CEFEs). The framework is used to evaluate a model’s capacity through quantitative interpretability and
the metrics are a representation of the features learned by the model which in turn represents the model’s capacity
which translates to its classification ability. A combination of the modular metric values and their thresholds can be
used to evaluate the features learned by the model. Measures such as DTW, CWT between two signals show
correlation inherently, while slack accounts for correlation in terms of ECG features as discussed. Furthermore, the
Feature Visualization module allows users and experts to correlate visually the learned feature. Having established
correlation between the learned features and real ECG-signals, we can also see there exists a correlation between the
model’s capacity for classification and it’s learned features. The explanations recorded by CEFEs can be used to get
expert intervention when required, improve model architecture and training method. The explanations can help
validate the improvement in model performance with the use of more training data, gaining user trust in black box
systems with supporting interpretable explanations. Metrics provided as part of CEFEs evaluate a model’s capacity
where traditional metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, selectivity are not sufficient for providing details of structural
ECG features learned.
For future work, we will seek to apply CEFEs to other types of machine learning algorithms and black box
architectures and evaluate CEFEs on different model architectures trained on the same data as well as different model
architectures trained on different datasets.
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